Water Stewardship in a Changing Climate
Convening for Action at the 2018 Nanaimo Water Symposium:
Sharing & Learning from Collaboration Success Stories
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The rhythms of water are changing in British Columbia

DID YOU KNOW THAT: Recently identified and
potentially dangerous phenomena, such as atmospheric
rivers, demand our full attention. An atmospheric river is a
narrow corridor of concentrated water vapour aloft.
These great rivers can be 400 kilometers across and
thousands of kilometers long. The best known is the
famous “Pineapple Express” which unloads heavy rain
when it hits the west coast of North America.
The impact of the Pineapple Express is magnified because
7% additional water volume is conveyed by atmospheric
rivers for each degree of global temperature rise!
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THE HARD WORK OF HOPE:
“Changing the way we do business” in urban
watersheds requires that local governments partner
with the stewardship sector to “get it right”
The rhythms of water are changing in British Columbia – winters are wetter and
warmer; summers are longer and drier. In short, the water cycle is out of balance.
Why is this? The answer is that warming of the planet’s atmosphere is causing
water to move more quickly and disruptively through the global water cycle. Local
consequences are magnified.
Adapting to climate change requires a paradigm-shift in how we perceive
watershed worth and service land. The Nanaimo Water Symposium1 is designed to
foster a conversation in the mid-Vancouver Island region and beyond about the
transformational scope of the “Sustainable Watershed Systems, through Asset
Management” program (which is being delivered by the Partnership for Water
Sustainability in British Columbia).
On April 11-12, 2018 at the Coast Bastion hotel in Nanaimo, participants learn
about “changing the way we do business” from three initiatives in particular:
1.
2.

3.

the good things that flow from local government and stewardship sector
collaboration;
the over-arching role played by the innovative and precedent-setting
Drinking Water & Watershed Protection Program2 in the Regional
District of Nanaimo; and,
the first demonstration applications of the Ecological Accounting
Process (EAP) to assess “watershed worth”.

The symposium is an outreach and professional development event, held under the
umbrella of the Georgia Basin Inter-Regional Education Initiative3.

Brought to you by

1

http://waterbucket.ca/viw/category/convening-for-action-in-2018/nanaimo-water-symposium/
http://www.rdn.bc.ca/drinking-water-and-watershed-protection
3
http://waterbucket.ca/viw/category/inter-regional-education-initiative/
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Sustainable Watershed Systems –
through collaboration!
BC has arrived at a fork in the road. Consider the weather extremes
experienced in 2015, 2016 and 2017. Impacts are magnified by
human interventions.

Kim Stephens
Executive Director,
Partnership for Water
Sustainability in BC

Collaboration,
collaboration,
collaboration!
"Successful watershed
restoration in the built
environment depends on
all the players....in
particular politicians,
planners, landowners,
designers, implementers
and asset managers….
embracing, and
collaborating to
implement, a ‘design
with nature’ land ethic.
"Local government
collaboration with the
stewardship sector is
pivotal on this journey.
"Tapping into this
resource would harness
energy and potential to
‘get it right’ as
communities develop
and redevelop land."

The warming of the planet’s atmosphere is causing water to move
more quickly and disruptively through the global water cycle. Flood,
drought, fire, wind and cold - extreme events are becoming the norm.
Instabilities in the water cycle are increasingly apparent.
To make the right choices moving forward, decision-makers at all
levels and scales must understand how and where the rhythms of
water are changing. We must collaborate to adapt our land use and
infrastructure servicing practices appropriately!

At the Nanaimo Water Symposium: Learn about watershed
stewardship, the water balance and restorative development. In his
co-keynote presentation, Kim Stephens explains the call to action for
Sustainable Watershed Systems, through Asset Management.
To prime participants for a town-hall sharing session, he asks the
audience to reflect on this question:
How will communities ‘get it right’ through collaboration
as land develops and redevelops?
“Changing the way we do business” in urban watershed
management (through education, innovation, collaboration and
partnerships) is based upon a fundamental shift in thinking as to how
we address and implement water sustainability solutions and
demonstrate their effectiveness through practical application.

Get It Right: Adapting to climate change requires transformation in
how we value nature and service land. An informed stewardship
sector can be a catalyst for action. At the Nanaimo Water
Symposium, the sharing of experiences and reflecting on lessons
learned underscores what stewardship groups in the Mid-Vancouver
Island region are already doing to make a difference!
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Sustainable Watershed Systems and the
Asset Management Continuum

A watershed is an
integrated system.

Funded by the governments of Canada and British Columbia, the
“Sustainable Watershed Systems, through Asset Management”
program is aligned with the vision for Asset Management for
Sustainable Service Delivery: A BC Framework4, released by the
government of British Columbia and the Union of BC Municipalities
(UBCM) in 2015, and stewarded by Asset Management BC.

Rainfall reaches streams
via 3 pathways (surface,
shallow sub-surface
interflow, and deep
vertical), each with a
different time scale.

The BC Framework goes to the heart of what local government does
on an everyday basis. The BC Framework sets a strategic direction
that refocuses business processes on outcomes that reduce lifecycle costs and risks. The BC Framework is a potentially powerful
regulatory driver for transforming drainage engineering practice at
the site scale.

The three pathways are
“infrastructure assets”.

Among land and drainage practitioners, how water gets to a stream
and how long it takes is not well understood. Unintended
consequences of this failure to "get it right" include degraded urban
streams, more flooding, more stream erosion, less streamflow when
needed most, and an unfunded infrastructure liability.

The New Paradigm:
Watersheds as
Infrastructure Assets

The pathways provide
“water balance services”.

4

http://waterbucket.ca/wscblog/files/2015/01/Asset-Management-for-Sustainable-Service_Delivery_AFramework_for_BC_Dec-2014_short-version.pdf
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PUBLIC LECTURE: The Hard Work of Hope Moving Towards Restorative Development
The organizers invited renowned author and speaker Bob Sandford,
EPCOR Chair for Water & Climate Security at the United Nations
University, to set the tone for the symposium. At a public lecture on
the evening of April 11, his inspirational message is a call to action.
“If we are to achieve any meaningful level of sustainability, all
development has to be not only sustainable, but restorative. We can
no longer simply aim to slow or stop damage to the Earth system; we
have to restore declining Earth system function,” says Bob Sandford.

Bob Sandford
Water Champion

Towards Restorative
Development
“What we are essentially
talking about is
reconciliation: going
back to the headwaters
of where we got our
relationships with water
and with one another
wrong so that we can
start back down the
river of time – this time
together – with a full
understanding of the
importance of
embracing a water-first
approach to planning
human interventions in
the environment.”

“The United Nations 2030 Transforming Our World agenda raises
the ceiling on sustainability. The agenda makes it very clear that
sustainable development can no longer simply aim for
environmentally neutral solutions.”

Our Society Floats on Water: “Canada, and British Columbia in
particular, are in a good position to make sustainability possible.
Though our society is powered by petroleum and lubricated by oil, it
floats on water. Our society is a vessel in its own right. It is a lifeboat
carrying us all over water toward the future.
“It is impossible to think of a boat carrying societies into the future
without thinking of artist Bill Reid’s famous Black Canoe, a replica of
which is on prominent display at the Vancouver Airport. The Black
Canoe is nothing less than a Haida ark; the complete physical reality
and spiritual universe of an entire people in one boat, in which
everyone and everything paddles together toward the future.
“The Black Canoe is a magnificent metaphor for British Columbia. In
addition to spectacular natural landscapes, British Columbia
possesses remarkable Indigenous cultures.
“Few places in the world are as rich in traditional and local
knowledge and in possession of such a deep sense of place.
“The opportunity still exists here for everyone to get into that ‘Black
Canoe’ and, along with all the animals and the rest of creation,
paddle together toward the great promise of living in, and sharing
with others, a province that was once deemed — with some
justification — the Best Place on Earth,” concludes Bob Sandford.
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Evolving Role of Freshwater Stewardship
Sector in British Columbia
Context is important. In the 1970s, the first streamkeeper groups
were formed in British Columbia. They had an immediate impact.
They galvanized government into action.

Zo Ann Morten
Pacific Streamkeepers
Federation

By the 1990s, a landmark success story was the Urban Salmon
Habitat Program. It forged relationships between local governments
and stewardship groups. This helped to set in motion a provincial
‘whole-system, water balance’ journey that continues to this day.
Fast forward to the present. Anecdotal evidence suggests a
groundswell of heightened awareness of the watershed context for
“the creek that flows through my backyard”. Awareness is translating
into involvement and empowerment to make a difference.

A Perspective on Implementing a Watershed Vision: In her
John Finnie
Chair, Nanaimo Water
Symposium Organizing
Committee

Towards Restorative
Development
“We must adjust our land
use and infrastructure
practices before it is too
late.
"Local government
collaboration with the
stewardship sector is a
key component of this
undertaking. Learning
from other's activities,
challenges and successes
provides a pathway to
changing those practices.

co-keynote presentation, Zo Ann Morten (Executive Director of the
Pacific Streamkeepers Federation) reflects on the role stewardship
groups have played since the early 1990s, as advocates for streamprotection, collaborating with decision-makers and providing
important on-the-stream observations and actions.
“Community members caring for waterways are the key to making a
difference in restoring naturally functioning watersheds over time,”
says Zo Ann Morten. She points out that the Salmonid Enhancement
Program is active in communities across BC and works with up to
30,000 volunteer stewards.
“The stewardship community can work with local governments to
inform the broader community. We can open eyes and minds. We
can open doors so that together we can make the changes
necessary to achieve a vision for a watershed.
“It is the streamkeepers who have the on-the-ground knowledge
needed to establish restoration priorities within a watershed. That is
the key to benefitting from local input. Once the consultants have
gone home, only the community can take the vision for a watershed
forward.”
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Community Empowerment & Sustainable
Partnerships with Local Government
The panel and town-hall segment is the program heart for the
Nanaimo Water Symposium. Panel reflections on project experience
set the scene for town-hall interaction. The over-arching theme is:
collaboration is necessary for restorative development; and a ‘design
with nature’ land and water ethic is key to ‘getting it right’ over time.

Bob Sandford
Why we must
‘Get it Right’
“Recently identified and
potentially dangerous
phenomena, such as
atmospheric rivers,
demand our full attention.
The best known of these
great rivers is the famous
Pineapple Express.
“Until we stabilize the
composition of the Earth’s
atmosphere, phenomena
such as atmospheric rivers
are likely to cause greater
flooding and related
economic damage widely forever making
sustainability and adaptive
resilience a moving target.
So what will we do?
“To make the right choices
moving forward, we must
understand how and where
the rhythms of water are
changing. Then we can
apply ecosystem-based
understanding to adapt our
practices to suit a changing
climate.”

Success stories resulting from local government and stewardship
sector collaboration are showcased. To inspire tangible and lasting
action after the symposium, panel members paint a picture of what
collaboration must look like in practice to truly achieve the vision for
restorative development.

Convening for Action in the Regional District of Nanaimo:
To engage the audience, the moderator poses this challenge:
Communication, cooperation, coordination and collaboration – have
you thought about the power of the 4Cs? When all four are in play for
the greater good, it becomes possible to create a lasting ethic.
To stimulate sharing and learning about how communities will ‘get it
right’ as land develops and redevelops, the moderator also poses
this question: What beneficial outcomes would you like to see flowing
from collaboration between local government and the stewardship
sector in the Nanaimo region?

Once We Change Our Attitude, We Will Find the Path to
Success: The panel lens is a watershed lens – restore watershed
hydrology to prevent increased stream erosion, prevent increased
risk of flooding, and protect aquatic habitat.
The panel session shines the spotlight on the role that the
stewardship sector can and is playing in building trust and delivering
outcomes through effective partnerships with local governments.
Panelists reflect on the value of ‘citizen science’ to educate the local
community; and to provide an impetus for action to ‘get it right’ for
the ‘common good’ at the local and/or provincial level.
The desired outcome: an audience that is informed, energized and
inspired to become champions for restorative development and do
what they can to make a difference.
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What Do You Wonder: The perspectives of four panelists are
presented below. The four are members of the Nanaimo Water
Symposium Organizing Committee:

Paul Chapman, Nanaimo & Area Land Trust – “Two decades,

Paul Chapman

and in partnership with the City of Nanaimo, NALT launched Project
2000 to catalyze neighbourhood stewardship of city waterways.
NALT held many community meetings to grow awareness of what
living in a watershed means. Nowadays, groups come to NALT to tell
us about their stewardship activities and to seek ways to expand
those activities. We are working together to grow our network and
activities across the region.”

Julie Pisani, Regional District of Nanaimo – “Water is a

Julie Pisani

resource, but it is much more that that too. It is a life force; a spiritual
force. If we are to ultimately succeed in our region in managing our
actions on the land so that we may protect and preserve our water,
we must sustain partnerships that collectively make us much more
effective together than in isolation.”

Rob Lawrance, City of Nanaimo – “Within our growing urban

Rob Lawrance

areas, as our community becomes more diverse, being able to
reconnect through nature offers the chance to reconnect with each
other. By working to restore our urban watercourses, new and old
neighbours are building connections between our natural spaces that
will lead to a stronger sense of stewardship in future.”

Peter Law, Mid-Vancouver Island Habitat Enhancement
Society – “The symposium will draw attention to the value of ‘citizen
science’ and how it can be leveraged to achieve two complementary
objectives: educate the local community (public); and provide an
impetus for political action that results in implementation of
environmental policy at the local and/or provincial level.”

Peter Law
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Sustainable Partnerships in the Regional
District of Nanaimo (RDN)
In 2008, and as the outcome of a successful referendum, the
Regional District of Nanaimo (RDN) was the first regional
government to create a Drinking Water and Watershed Protection
(DWWP) service with taxation authority.

Randy Alexander
General Manager, RDN,
Regional & Community
Utilities

Progress from
‘Working’ to
‘Sustainable’
“The most important
thing when you are
creating working
partnerships is to
understand the
perspectives of the other
partners. Listen to them.
Spend time with them.
Get to know them.
“Perspective is very
important. Building an
effective partnership is
not about figuring out
how the other person can
help you get what you
want done. It is about
how you can figure out
how you can help that
person.
“That is how you build a
sustainable partnership.
Understand what their
needs are to help them
move forward.”

Building on a Solid Foundation: “Collaboration underscores the
success of the RDN’s innovative program. It is charting a new course
to a sustainable water future,” notes John Finnie, the RDN’s former
General Manager of Regional & Community Utilities. ”The 2008
referendum was the culmination of a 6-year effort. In 2012, the
service area was expanded to include the municipalities within the
regional district and they became active participants in the watershed
function.”

What Happens on the Land Matters: “Over a decade ago, a
growing population combined with known negative impacts created
the need to tackle issues of groundwater depletion, stream
degradation, surface water contamination and the changes climate
change will bring. The Regional Board of the day
understood that land use planning and development
standards cannot be effectively modified without a
clear understanding of our water resources, where
they are changing and why,” continues Mike
Donnelly, former RDN Manager of Water Services.

Moving Forward: “Science and data collection are key focuses of
the program,” reports Julie Pisani, DWWP Program Coordinator.
“The DWWP program’s success is based on staying on course with
reliable ongoing funding, collaborative fact-finding and project
implementation, and recognition-in-action that watersheds don’t
conform to jurisdictional boundaries. However, there is still a lot of
work to be done to adapt to a changing climate.”
“The RDN DWWP program is well positioned, with a model of
innovative collaboration, to tackle the issues and chart a new course
to a sustainable water future. Will other regions take notice and
follow in RDN’s footsteps?” concludes Julie Pisani.
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Look at Watersheds Differently:
‘Worth’ versus ‘Value’
The Ecological Accounting Process (EAP) is one of three streams of
deliverables flowing from Sustainable Watershed Systems, through
Asset Management. Funded by the governments of Canada and
British Columbia, this initiative is led by the Partnership for Water
Sustainability. Tim Pringle is the Chair, EAP Initiative.

Tim Pringle
Partnership for Water
Sustainability in BC

Two Early
Conclusions
“Initially, we saw EAP as
a tool (i.e. ‘the protocol’)
that would help
practitioners calculate
the opportunity cost of
balancing ecological
services with drainage
infrastructure. However,
our thinking has evolved.
“Testing the approach
through two
demonstration
applications resulted in
this defining conclusion:
EAP is a process, not a
protocol. Thus, we
rebranded EAP as the
Ecological Accounting
Process.
“This was one of two
early conclusions. The
second relates to the
distinction between
worth and value.”

Balancing Ecological Services with Drainage Infrastructure:
“EAP is whole-system view of watersheds that assesses hydrology in
order to accurately describe ecological services,” states Tim Pringle.
“Our first two demonstration applications are Busy Place Creek
watershed in the Cowichan Valley; and Brooklyn Creek watershed in
the Comox Valley.
“Looking through the ‘worth lens’ has led to a fundamental shift in the
EAP approach: place less emphasis on monetization of ecological
services; instead, focus on the investment of resources as well as
aspirations of motivated stakeholders.
“The vision for EAP is that it would help local governments in British
Columbia progress along the Asset Management Continuum for
Sustainable Service Delivery. Once a life-cycle approach is standard
practice, the next logical step is to integrate ecological services from
natural systems into asset management.”

Framework for Undertaking Demonstration Applications:
“When we designed EAP, there were no predetermined outcomes,
but there were goals,” explains Tim Pringle. These are:
Goal #1 - Study two creeksheds, with differing levels of alterations of
the landscape and responses to the physical change.
Goal #2 - Apply the Water Balance Methodology as the analytical
tool to assess the functioning condition of the creekshed hydrology.
Goal #3 - Confirm the definable benefits of the ecological services
supported by the hydrology.
Goal #4 - Produce a social and financial account about the worth of
these services.
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Sustainable Watershed Systems – thru Collaboration!
Asset management for sustainable service delivery occurs alongside
associated evolution in community thinking. It is a continuous qualityimprovement process, and incremental. A local government would
experience the asset management process for sustainable service delivery as
a continuum leading to a water-resilient future. Sustainable Watershed
Systems would be the outcome in Step Three.
In Step Three, the principal focus of the Ecological Accounting Process
is on the investment of resources already made by many stakeholders, as well
as their aspirations concerning the management (prevention of degradation
to and work on enhancement) of ecological services in the creekshed.

THE OUTCOME?

Logo for the BC Framework

A Sustainable Watershed System!
Never forget that a watershed is an
integrated system – with three flows
(surface, shallow sub-surface, and deep
vertical), each with a different time scale
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